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1. Introduction
The notion of an adjoint map or adjoint operator can be found in a wide variety
of mathematical contexts: functional analysis [39], di9erential geometry [1], di9erential
algebra [42], representation theory for Lie algebras [5] and topological vector spaces
[32]. These concepts appear primarily in a linear setting, i.e., linear maps on linear
spaces, and thus are closely related to one another. In linear system theory, the impor-
tant notion of an adjoint state-space system is usually de=ned in terms of signal sets
that form Hilbert spaces, either L2 or H2 [43]. From an input–output point of view,
the corresponding transfer function follows directly from the familiar Hilbert adjoint in
functional analysis.
A particularly important operator in a system-theoretic setting is the Hankel operator.
In the theory of continuous-time linear systems, the system Hankel operator plays a
central role in a number of realization problems. The compact Hankel operator supplies
a set of similarity invariants, the Hankel singular values, which can be used to quantify
the importance of each state in the corresponding input–output map [25]. They deter-
mine the minimal dimension of any corresponding state-space system, and provide,
via so-called balanced realizations, [25,28], a useful tool for model reduction of the
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linear system. The Hankel singular values can be computed in a state-space setting
using the product of the controllability and observability Gramian matrices, though
intrinsically they depend only on the Hankel operator and its adjoint.
Once one departs from the context of linear operators, there are some extensions of
the adjoint operator de=nition. It cannot be assumed a priori that the existing notions
are in any way directly related. For example, in [4] the notion of an adjoint map is
de=ned in terms of a dual map on a topological vector space. This idea is distinct
from the adjoint map that appears in [7] which employs the Gaˆteaux derivative of the
operator when it is well de=ned. Other distinct de=nitions can be found in [2,9]. A
set of de=nitions that is useful for system theoretical considerations, and in particular
realization theory, is given in [8,27,29,38,40], although these papers are not addressing
this application. In a nonlinear state-space context, the adjoint system has appeared
in [10], but only recently has it been given an input–output interpretation using the
nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operator [13–16]. This latter concept =rst appeared in an
abstract setting in [19,22,35] mainly to address the open problem of understanding
how to relate the state-space notion of singular value functions due to Scherpen [33]
to the nonlinear Hankel operator extension. But a broader investigation of this concept
was not pursued. So in this paper, the basic objective is to fully develop the idea of
a nonlinear Hilbert adjoint and to further illustrate its usefulness in Hankel singular
value analysis.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the existing background for the pa-
per is brieIy summarized. This includes the de=nition of the nonlinear Hilbert adjoint,
a local existence theorem, and its application to singular value analysis of the nonlin-
ear Hankel operators. Section 3 is devoted entirely to describing the basic properties
of the adjoint operator and presenting some simple examples. Section 4 then uses
some of these new properties to further extend the existing Hankel operator analysis.
Section 5 summarizes the conclusions of the paper.
The mathematical notation used throughout is fairly standard. Vector norms are rep-
resented by ‖x‖ =
√
xT x for x∈Rn. Lm2 (a; b) represents the set of m vector-valued
Lebesgue measurable functions with =nite norm ‖x‖Lm2 =
√∫ b
a ‖x(t)‖2 dt. (The super-
script is suppressed when m = 1.) If L :Rn → R is a di9erentiable function, then
its partial derivative @L=@x will be the row vector of partial derivatives @L=@xi where
i = 1; : : : ; n. More generally, if L is a mapping between two Banach spaces, then its
FrLechet derivative at a point u is denoted by DG(u).
2. Denitions and background material
In this section some established background material concerning nonlinear Hilbert
adjoint operators and nonlinear Hankel operators is brieIy reviewed.
De<ning the nonlinear Hilbert adjoint: In the most general setting, let F be a
topological vector space over R with dual space F ′ [32]. Let E be a nonempty set,
and A a collection of nonempty subsets of E. Let E be a linear space of real-valued
functions x on E with the property that the restriction xA to every A∈A is bounded.
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A mapping T :E → F is called A-bounded if T maps the sets of A into bounded
subsets of F . For any A-bounded mapping T :E → F , the dual map of T is de=ned
as
T′ :F ′ → E
:y′ → (T′(y′))(u) = (y′ ◦T)(u); ∀u∈E
(see, for example, [4]). Now if F is a Hilbert space with an inner product 〈·; ·〉F then
it follows from the Riesz Lemma that for any y′ ∈F ′ there exists a unique y∈F such
that y′(·) = 〈y; ·〉F . Hence one can write the identity
(T′(y′))(u) = 〈y;T(u)〉F ; ∀u∈E:
If, in addition, E is an inner product space with inner product 〈·; ·〉E and y∈F is =xed,
then the problem is to determine a corresponding u˜ y ∈E such that
〈T(u); y〉F = 〈u; u˜ y〉E; ∀u∈E: (1)
If T were a linear operator then such an u˜ y is known to always exist and be unique,
i.e., u˜ y =T∗(y), where T∗ is the Hilbert adjoint of T. But in this more general
context, the existence and uniqueness of u˜ y are not automatic. In fact, identity (1) is
meaningful in most cases only when u˜ y is also a function of u. (De=ning the domain
of T∗ to have the form F×E also agrees with the state-space notion of adjoint systems
based on the Hamiltonian extension given in [10,37].) So in this context, consider the
following de=nition.
Denition 2.1. Given two Hilbert spaces E and F; an operator T :E → F has a global
nonlinear Hilbert adjoint when there exists an operator T∗ :F × E → E such that
〈T(u); y〉F = 〈u;T∗(y; u)〉E; ∀u∈E; ∀y∈F; (2)
where T∗(y; u) is linear in y.
The above de=nition is more general than the de=nition of an adjoint operator given
in [7], where identity (2) is only required to hold when y = u. To study singular
value structures, y =T(u) should also be admissible. The adjoint de=nition of [7] is
too limited for this purpose. De=nition 2.1 is slightly di9erent from the de=nition that
appeared in [19,22,35] since here linearity in y is an additional requirement. But it
seems rather natural in light of the bi-linearity of inner products, i.e.,
〈u;T∗(1y1 + 2y2; u)〉E = 〈T(u); 1y1 + 2y2〉F
= 1〈T(u); y1〉F + 2〈T(u); y2〉F
= 〈u; 1T∗(y1; u) + 2T∗(y2; u)〉E:
Linearity in y, however, does not follow directly from this argument. This is be-
cause there often exists a collection of nontrivial mappings (linear and nonlinear in
y) of the form B :F × E → E such that 〈u;B(y; u)〉E = 0, ∀u∈E, ∀y∈F . In which
case, any adjoint mapping T∗ is not uniquely de=ned since T∗ +B will also satisfy
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Eq. (2). In these circumstances, an adjoint operator should be viewed as a member of
an equivalence class, where two such operators T∗ and T∗
′
are equivalent if
〈u;T∗(y; u)〉E = 〈u;T∗′(y; u)〉E; ∀u∈E; ∀y∈F: (3)
A shorthand notation for (3) is simply T∗(y; u) ∼= T∗′(y; u). Thus, any equality
involving adjoint operators really means that both expressions belong to the same
equivalence class. (See [20,21] for analysis and examples closely related to this issue.)
The following example demonstrates this phenomenon.
Example 2.1. Consider the operator
B :L2[0; T ]× L22[0; T ] → L22[0; T ]






and c and b are any suitable mappings on L22[0; T ] and L2[0; T ]; respectively. It can be
veri=ed directly that
〈u;B(y; u)〉L22 = 0; ∀u∈L22[0; T ]; ∀y∈L2[0; T ]
and thus any T∗(y; u)+B(y; u) ful=lls (2) when T∗(y; u) ful=lls (2); even if b(y) is a
nonlinear mapping. If linearity is required; then setting b(y) = vy for any
=xed v∈R2 implies that T∗(y; u) + B(y; u) is an adjoint operator in the sense of
De=nition 2.1.
It is not necessary in many applications to have a globally de=ned T∗. The following
theorem will lead to a suOcient condition for the existence of a locally de=ned adjoint
operator.
Theorem 2.1 (Gray and Scherpen [22]). Assume H is a Hilbert space and U ⊂ H is
any convex neighborhood of 0. Let L :U → R be a continuously Fr@echet diAerentiable
mapping on U with L(0) = 0. Then L has a factorization of the form
L(u) = 〈a(u); u〉H ;
where a :U → H is continuous on U; and for each u∈U the dual mapping (from
the Riesz representation) is





This theorem can be viewed as a kind of in=nite-dimensional version of the Fun-
damental Theorem of Integral Calculus. Its application in the nonlinear Hilbert adjoint
existence theorem is as follows.
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Theorem 2.2 (Gray and Scherpen [22]). Suppose H1 and H2 are two Hilbert spaces
and U ⊂ H1 is any convex neighborhood of 0. Let T :U → H2 be a continuously
Fr@echet diAerentiable mapping on U such that T(0) = 0. Then there exists a contin-
uous mapping T∗ :H2 × U → H1 with
〈T(u); y〉H2 = 〈u;T∗(y; u)〉H1 ; ∀u∈U; ∀y∈H2:
Speci<cally; T∗(y; u) = ay(u) is such a mapping; where ay(·) is de<ned for any <xed
y∈H2 by Theorem 2:1 with Ly(u) = 〈T(u); y〉H2 .
In [8,27,29,38,40] the characterization of the adjoint operator given in Theorem 2.2
(or more correctly Theorem 3.1) is basically used as the de=nition of a unique adjoint
for a homogeneous operator. Eq. (2) is simply viewed as a property of this adjoint
operator. In [38] the de=nition is further extended to handle homogeneous operators
that depend on a single parameter ∈ [0; 1]. In [8] nonhomogeneous operators with
boundary conditions are also considered. In our case, the adjoint operator in Theorem
2.2 is just one of many possible solutions to De=nition 2.1. Di9erent de=nitions of
adjoint operators can be found in [2,9]. In [2] a pseudo-adjoint operator is considered
in the context of Lipschitz operators. The de=nition in [9] is introduced speci=cally for
solving nonlinear partial di9erential equations by using a nonlinear semigroup generated
by an accretive operator.
Eigen-structure of the nonlinear Hankel operator: In the theory of continuous-time
linear systems, the system Hankel operator plays an important role in a number of real-
ization problems. Interpretations both in terms of input–output mappings and state-space
settings are available and have shown to be extremely useful in a number of applica-
tions, such as model reduction and system identi=cation.
In the case of the nonlinear Hankel operator, primarily state-space notions have
provided the useful tools [13–16,36]. We introduce here some background material
from [13,14] which is later applied to spectral analysis problems in Section 4 in order
to obtain a more complete theory in the input–output framework and to better relate
it to the state-space setting. Consider a smooth time-invariant input-aOne nonlinear
control systems with no direct feed-through, i.e.,
:
x˙ = f(x) + g(x)u;
y = h(x);
(4)
where u = (u1; : : : ; um)∈Rm, y = (y1; : : : ; yp)∈Rp, and x = (x1; : : : ; xn) are local co-
ordinates for a smooth state-space manifold denoted by M . Throughout it is assumed
that the system has an isolated equilibrium. Without loss of generality, this equilibrium
is taken to be at 0, i.e., f(0) = 0. It is also assumed that h(0) = 0. It is necessary
that the system be well de=ned on the time interval (−∞;∞). Finally, it is assumed
throughout that
(A1)  is L2-stable in the sense that u∈Lm2 (−∞; 0] implies that (u) restricted to
[0;∞) is in Lp2 [0;∞).
The original de=nitions of the observability and controllability operators for  are
given in [19,22] in terms of Chen–Fliess functional expansions [11]. But one can also
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employ state-space systems to describe them, speci=cally:
y = O(x0):
{





x˙ = f(x) + g(x)F−(u) x(−∞) = 0;
x1 = x(0);
(6)
where F− :Lm2 (−∞;∞)→ Lm2 (−∞; 0] denotes the time-Iipping operator de=ned by
F−(u)(t) :=
{
u(−t); t ∈ (−∞; 0];
0; t ∈ [0;∞):
The Hankel operator H :Lm2 [0;∞)→ Lp2 [0;∞) for  is given by H :=F−, and
the identity H = OC was also proven in [19,22]. State-space descriptions of the
corresponding adjoint operators can be found in [15,16]. In [13,14] the adjoint of
the variational version of the Hankel operator has been shown to be useful for an
eigen-structure analysis of the Hankel operator. These results are summarized next. In
order to describe an eigen-structure of the Hankel operator, a state-space realization
and corresponding pair of energy functions are employed as described below.
Denition 2.2. The observability function Lo(x) and the controllability function Lc(x)















It is assumed throughout that
(A2) There exist well-de=ned smooth observability and controllability functions Lo
and Lc.
These functions are closely related to the observability and controllability operators
above. In [33] they have been used for the de=nition of balanced realizations and sin-
gular value functions for nonlinear systems. They also ful=ll corresponding Hamilton–
Jacobi equations, in a similar way as the observability Gramian and the inverse of the
controllability Gramian are solutions of a Lyapunov=Riccati equation. Assuming that
 is FrLechet di9erentiable, and that D is L2 input–output stable, then the following
lemma was proven.
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Lemma 2.1 (Fujimoto and Scherpen [13,14]). If there exist #∈R and a nonzero











where C† :Rn → Lm2 [0;∞) denotes the pseudo-inverse of C de<ned by
C†(x
1) := arg min
C(u)=x1
‖u‖2: (11)
This lemma relates the gradient of the controllability and observability functions
to the eigenvalues of (DH(u))∗H(u). The next result gives a more general pa-
rameterized eigen-structure of (DH(u))∗H(u) in terms of energy level sets in the
state-space and relates it to H∗(H(u); u).
Theorem 2.3 (Fujimoto and Scherpen [13,14]). Suppose the energy functions Lo(x)
and Lc(x) are suDciently smooth and that the Jacobian linearization of the system
 has n distinct Hankel singular values. Then there exists locally 2n smooth singu-
lar value functions $ji (c); i∈{1; 2; : : : ; n}; j∈{+;−} such that min{$+i (c); $−i (c)}¿
max{$+i+1(c); $−i+1(c)}; ($max(c) :=max{$+1 (c); $−1 (c)}; $min(c) :=min{$+n (c); $−n (c)});





















with #ji (c) := ($
j
i (c))
2 + (d($ji (c))






〈uji (c);H∗(H(uji (c)); uji (c))〉Lm2 = ($ji (c))2〈uji (c); uji (c)〉Lm2 (14)
and thus; the Hankel norm of the system is given by








Remark 2.1. From the above theorem the following local linear interpretations are
possible:
(1) $ji (0) is a Hankel singular value of the linearized system with $
−
i (0) = $
+
i (0).
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(3) xji (0) is an eigen vector of PQ, where P and Q are the controllability and observ-
ability Gramians, respectively, of the linearized system with x−i (0) = x
+
i (0).
(4) uji (0) is an eigen vector of H
∗





With the necessary background material in place, we now proceed to the =rst main
topic of the paper.
3. Adjoint properties and examples
While a useful device in many circumstances, a nonlinear Hilbert adjoint operator
does not share all of the familiar properties associated with linear adjoint operators.
Consider any normed set of linear operators B de=ned on L2[0;∞) as a Banach algebra
with composition product (S;T) → ST. B is said to constitute a C∗-algebra if it
is equipped with an adjoint map (or involution) T →T∗ such that for all S;T∈B
and any ∈R, the following properties are satis=ed [39]:
(i) (linearity) (S+T)∗ = S∗ +T∗;
(ii) (product-reversal) (ST)∗ =T∗S∗;
(iii) (double adjoint) (T∗)∗ =T; and
(iv) (C∗-identity) ‖T‖2 = ‖T∗T‖.
In this section the appropriate extensions of these fundamental properties are presented
for the nonlinear Hilbert adjoint. Interspersed in the presentation is a collection of
simple examples meant to illustrate the main ideas.
The linearity property (i) is an immediate result which follows from the bi-linearity
of the inner product and the interpretation that equality here implies belonging to the
same equivalence class. An interesting side issue is that when an adjoint operator exists,
i.e., ful=lls identity (2), it follows from Theorem 2.2 that there always exists an explicit
form which is linear in the =rst argument.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose H1 and H2 are two Hilbert spaces and U ⊂ H1 is any convex
neighborhood of 0. Let T :U → H2 be a continuously Fr@echet diAerentiable mapping





is a suitable Hilbert adjoint of T on H2 × U .
Proof. For any y∈H2; de=ne the scalar-valued mapping on U :
Ly(u) = 〈T(u); y〉H2 ≡ 〈u;T∗(y; u)〉H1 :
Next; observe that for any =xed u∈U and t ∈ [0; 1] it follows that
DLy(tu)() = 〈DT(tu)(); y〉H2
= 〈; (DT(tu))∗(y)〉H1 ; ∀∈H1:


















and the conclusion follows directly.
Observe that in this form above, T∗(y; u) is linear in y since (DT(tu))∗(·) is the
adjoint of a linear operator, i.e., the familiar Hilbert adjoint. Thus, it is also immediate
that T∗(0; u) = 0, ∀u∈U . Unfortunately, Example 2.1 demonstrates that this linearity
property is still not suOcient to provide any uniqueness features.
Example 3.1. For any =nite T ¿ 0 and positive integer m; the Banach space Lm4 [0; T ]
can be viewed as a convex open subset of Lm2 [0; T ] containing the zero function. With
U = Lm4 [0; T ]; the mapping
T :U → L2[0; T ];
: u → uTu
is then well de=ned; continuously FrLechet di9erentiable; and satis=es the identityT(0)=







and thus; a suitable adjoint is given by T∗(y; u) = uy. This same adjoint form can






(DT(tu))∗(y) dt = uy:
Example 3.2. Consider a Hammerstein integral operator de=ned on a set U ⊂ Lm2 [0;∞):
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where K is a suitable continuous kernel function; and each component function of f




























where the matrix-valued function F(·) satis=es the identity f(x) = F(x)x on a convex
neighborhood of 0; and S∗L denotes the usual adjoint operator for the linear integral



















where a suitable adjoint is given by






In order to address the product-reversal property (ii), one must =rst de=ne the sense
in which operators can be composed when adjoint operators are present. The situation
is more complicated than the familiar case since the domain of an adjoint operator is
not simply the codomain of the original operator. For example, consider the Hilbert
spaces Hi, i = 1; 2; 3, the operators
T : H1 → H2
: u → w
S : H2 → H3
: w → y
and the corresponding adjoints
T∗ : H2 × H1 → H1
: (w; u) → u
S∗ : H3 × H2 → H2
: (y; w) → Rw:
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Clearly the composition and its adjoint
ST : H1 → H3
: u → y
(ST)∗ : H3 × H1 → H1
: (y; u) → u:
are well de=ned, but no direct composition like T∗T or T∗S∗ is possible as in the
classic setting. Still some formal compositions can be de=ned which have great utility
in a variety of situations.
Denition 3.1. Let Hi; i=1; 2; 3; be a collection of Hilbert spaces. Assume T :H1 →
H2 and S :H2 → H3 are two operators with well-de=ned adjoint operators. De=ne the
following operator products:
(S∗T)1 :H1 × H2 → H2 [when H2 = H3]
: (u; w) →S∗(T(u); w)
(S∗T)2 :H3 × H1 → H1
: (y; u) →S∗(y;T(u)):
The main application of this de=nition in this paper is in regards to the product-
reversal property.
Theorem 3.2 (Product-reversal). Let Hi; i = 1; 2; 3; be a collection of Hilbert spaces.
Assume T :H1 → H2 and S :H2 → H3 are two operators with well-de<ned adjoint
operators. Then the following identity holds:
(ST)∗ ∼= (T∗(S∗T)2)1:
Proof. The claim follows straightforwardly from the de=ning property (2). Observe
that for any (y; u)∈H3 × H1:
〈u; (ST)∗(y; u)〉H1 = 〈ST(u); y〉H3
= 〈T(u);S∗(y;T(u))〉H2
= 〈u;T∗(S∗(y;T(u)); u)〉H1
= 〈u; (T∗(S∗T)2)1(y; u)〉H1 :
In order to compute adjoints of general adjoint operators for the double adjoint
property (iii), the concept of a partial adjoint operator is needed. The idea is based on
a direct generalization of identity (2).
Denition 3.2. For any set of Hilbert spaces Hi; i = 1; : : : ; m+ 1 and an operator
U :H1 × H2 × · · · × Hm → Hm+1
: (u1; u2; : : : ; um) → y; (16)
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a jth partial adjoint of U is any mapping of the form
U∗j :Hm+1 × H1 × H2 × · · · × Hm → Hj;
where
〈U(u1; u2; : : : ; um); y〉Hm+1 = 〈uj;U∗j (y; u1; u2; : : : ; um)〉Hj ; ∀ui ∈Hi; y∈Hm+1
for i = 1; : : : ; m.
These de=nitions produce the following double adjoint identities.
Theorem 3.3 (Double adjoints). Let H1 and H2 be two Hilbert spaces and T :H1 →
H2 be an operator with a well de<ned adjoint. Then it follows that
(T∗)∗1 (u; y; u)|u=u ∼=T(u);
(T∗)∗2 (u; y; u)|u=u ∼=T∗(y; u)
for all u∈H1; y∈H2; assuming all the partial adjoints exist.
Proof. With respect to the =rst identity; observe that the =rst partial adjoint of T∗(y; u)
ful=lls
〈y; (T∗)∗1 (u; y; u)〉|u=u = 〈T∗(y; u); u〉|u=u
= 〈y;T(u)〉:
For the second partial adjoint of T∗(y; u);
〈u; (T∗)∗2 (u; y; u)〉|u=u = 〈T∗(y; u); u〉|u=u
= 〈u;T∗(y; u)〉:
One application of this theorem is in regards to testing for self-adjointness.
Denition 3.3. Let H be a Hilbert space and S :H → H be a mapping with a well
de=ned adjoint operator S∗ :H × H → H . S is self-adjoint if
S∗(u; u)|u=u ∼=S(u); ∀u∈H:
Observe that an operator like T∗T(u) := (T∗T)1( Ru; u)| Ru=u=T∗(T(u); u) is always
self-adjoint since one may write in terms of the =rst partial adjoint
〈T∗(T(u); u); u〉H = 〈T(u); (T∗)∗1 (u;T(u); u)〉H
= 〈u;T∗((T∗)∗1 (u;T(u); u); u)〉H ;
or in terms of the second partial adjoint
〈T∗(T(u); u); u〉H = 〈u; (T∗)∗2 (u;T(u); u)〉H :
By de=nition it then follows that
(T∗T)∗(u; u) ∼=T∗((T∗)∗1 (u;T(u); u); u);
(T∗T)∗(u; u) ∼= (T∗)∗2 (u;T(u); u):
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In either case, the identities in Theorem 3.3 yield the required property
(T∗T)∗(u; u)|u=u ∼= (T∗T)(u):
Example 3.3. Consider the operator and its suitable choice of nonlinear Hilbert adjoint
given in Example 3.1; where now m= 1. Then
T∗(y; u)|y=u = uy|y=u = u2 =T(u):
So T is self-adjoint.
Example 3.4. Reconsider Example 3.2 where m= p= 1. Even in this SISO case; the
corresponding Hammerstein operator is rarely self-adjoint since:
S∗(y; u)|y=u = F(u)S∗L(u)
=S(u):
The =nal property under consideration is the “C∗-identity” (iv). Unlike the linear
case, at present only an inequality is known to relate the two norms in question.
Theorem 3.4 (C∗-inequality). Let H1 and H2 be Hilbert spaces. Assume T :H1 →
H2 is a bounded operator with a well-de<ned adjoint operator. Then the following
inequality holds:
‖T‖26 ‖T∗T‖:
Proof. For any =xed u∈H1 and employing the Schwarz inequality;
‖T(u)‖2H2 = 〈T(u);T(u)〉H2
= 〈T∗(T(u); u); u〉H1
= 〈T∗T(u); u〉H1
6 ‖T∗T(u)‖H1‖u‖H1
Dividing both sides by ‖u‖2H1 and taking the supremum over all u =0 gives the =nal
result.
The above theorems show that one almost has a complete nonlinear extension of a
linear adjoint map de=ned on a C∗ algebra, except for the equality in property (iv).
The section is concluded by considering how the FrLechet derivative interacts with
nonlinear Hilbert adjoints. This is important because of its relationship to the eigen-
structure of the Hankel operator described in Section 2 and its application to the spec-
tral analysis in Section 4. Given an operator U of the form (16), its FrLechet derivative
with respect to uj at (u1; u2; : : : ; um) is denoted by DjU(u1; u2; : : : ; um). The situation
is greatly simpli=ed by the fact that DjU(u1; u2; : : : ; um) is a linear operator de=ned
on Hj.
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Theorem 3.5. Let H1 and H2 be two Hilbert spaces and T :H1 → H2 be an op-
erator with a well de<ned Hilbert adjoint. Assuming both T and T∗ are Fr@echet
diAerentiable; then the following identities hold:
(1) (D1T∗(y; u))∗(u) =T(u);
(2) (D2T∗(y; u))∗(u) = (DT(u))∗(y)−T∗(y; u);
(3) (D(T∗T(u)))∗(u) = 2(DT(u))∗(T(u))−T∗T(u).
Proof. (1) For any u∈H1 and ; y∈H2 observe that
Dy〈T∗(y; u); u〉H1 () = Dy〈y;T(u)〉H2 ();
〈D1T∗(y; u)(); u〉H1 = 〈;T(u)〉H2 ;
〈; (D1T∗(y; u))∗(u)〉H2 = 〈;T(u)〉H2 :
(2) Similarly; for any u; ∈H1 and y∈H2
Du〈T∗(y; u); u〉H1 () = Du〈y;T(u)〉H2 ();
〈D2T∗(y; u)(); u〉H1 + 〈T∗(y; u); 〉H1 = 〈y;DT(u)()〉H2 ;
〈; (D2T∗(y; u))∗(u)〉H1 = 〈; (DT(u))∗(y)〉H2 − 〈;T∗(y; u)〉H1 :
(3) First observe that for any u; ∈H1
〈u; D(T∗(T(u); u))()〉H1 = 〈u; D1(T∗(T(u); u))(DT(u)())
+D2(T∗(T(u); u))()〉H1 :
Now; using the previous two identities it follows that
(D(T∗T(u)))∗(u)
= (D1(T∗(T(u); u))(DT(u)))∗(u) + (D2(T∗(T(u); u)))∗(u)
= (DT(u))∗(D1(T∗(T(u); u)))∗(u) + (D2(T∗(T(u); u)))∗(u)
= (DT(u))∗(T(u))−T∗(T(u); u) + (DT(u))∗(T(u)):
4. Towards spectral analysis ofH∗H
Spectral theory for nonlinear operators is a diverse subject with substantial roots
going back to at least the late 1960’s [6]. The proliferation of de=nitions and approaches
(see, for example, [3,12,17,18,23,24,31] is partly due to the fact that no single de=nition
completely characterizes the original operator as in the linear case. In this section, we
outline an additional approach to de=ning a nonlinear spectrum motivated by the nature
of our application and the notion of the C1-spectrum essentially introduced in [30].
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Denition 4.1. Let E be a Banach space and S :E → E be an operator that is con-
tinuously FrLechet di9erentiable on E. The C1-spectrum of S; 11(S); is the set of all
complex numbers # such that S− #I is not a di9eomorphism on E.
For a linear operator S, this de=nition reduces to the usual de=nition of a spectrum.
The following result from the analysis of the C1-spectrum in [3] is relevant to our
study:
Theorem 4.1 (Appell and DVorfner [3]). Let S be an operator as described in De<-
nition 4:1; then




where /(S) denotes the set of all # such that S−#I is not proper (in the sense of
[3]); and 1(A) denotes the usual spectrum of a bounded linear operator A.
This theorem reveals that the C1-spectrum of a nonlinear operator directly involves
the FrLechet derivative of the operator, i.e., 1(DS(u)) is an important part of the
C1-spectrum. Since our problem is to extend the singular value de=nitions into
the nonlinear setting, and in particular for a Hankel operator, it is the spectrum of
the FrLechet derivative of the operator H∗H(u) that is relevant. The following corol-
lary of Theorems 2.3 and 3.5 reveals some information about 1(D(H∗H)).
Corollary 4.1. In the context of Theorem 2:3; the following relation holds:
〈(D(H∗H)(uji (c)))(uji (c)); uji (c)〉= (2#ji (c)− ($ji (c))2)〈uji (c); uji (c)〉:
Proof. Applying Theorem 3.5; property 3; gives directly
〈(D(H∗H)(uji (c)))(uji (c)); uji (c)〉
=2〈(DH(uji (c)))(H(uji (c))); uji (c)〉 − 〈H∗H(uji (c)); uji (c)〉:
Then using Theorem 2.3; the result immediately follows.
Note that the above corollary does not directly characterize 1(D(H∗H)), but it
yields an eigen-equation within an inner product identity. In the general nonlinear
setting, it is not possible to (exactly) extract the eigen-equation from this identity,
i.e., every number in 1(D(H∗H)) ful=lls the above equation, but numbers not in
1(D(H∗H)) can satisfy it too. In [3], other types of spectra are discussed, mainly
for operators that are not C1. The operators of the form T∗(T(u); u) considered here
are generally C1. Furthermore, our original interest in the singular value structure of
the Hankel operator is related to the state-space notions of the controllability and
observability energy functions and the inner product relations with their respective
operators (see [19,22,35]). These facts, together with the observation that our nonlinear
Hilbert adjoint is de=ned within an inner product, motivates one to include the inner
product structure directly into a spectrum de=nition.
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Denition 4.2. Let E be a Hilbert space and consider an operator S :E → E. Then
the inner product spectrum is de=ned as
1ip(S) = {#: ∃p =0 with 〈(S− #I)(p); p〉E = 0}:
It follows immediately when S is continuously FrLechet di9erentiable on E that
1ip(S) ⊂ 11(S). Furthermore, in the case of a linear operator S(p) = Ap with
AT = A and E = Rn, it is easily veri=ed that 1ip(S) = Range(RS(p)), where RS is





It is known in this case that 1ip(A)=[#min(A); #max(A)] ⊂ R, where #min (#max) denotes
the smallest (largest) eigenvalue of A. The obvious extension of the Rayleigh quotient
for nonlinear maps is then
RS : E → R
:p → 〈p;S(p)〉E〈p;p〉E ;
and it straightforwardly follows that 1ip(S) = Range(RS). When S is homogeneous,
the range of this Rayleigh quotient is a subset of the numerical range de=ned in
[41]. Furthermore, it is related to the numerical range W (S;T) as de=ned in [7] for
positively homogeneous operators S and T of degree k on the unit sphere S1(0) in E.
Speci=cally, if T= I and S is positively homogeneous of degree k, then RS(S1(0))=
W (S; I).
In the case of a compact linear operator A :E → E, it is known that
1ip(A∗A) = (0; +21];
where +1 is the largest singular value of A [26]. If rank(A∗A) = n¡∞, then this
result can be further re=ned to
1ip(A∗A) = [+2n; +
2
1];
where +n is the smallest nonzero singular value of A. In the case of the nonlinear
system  given by (4) with corresponding Hankel operatorH, it follows immediately
that ($ji (c))









{min{$+2n (c); $−2n (c)}}= inf{1ip(H∗H)};
where ‖‖H is the Hankel norm of .
The following example illustrates some of the Hankel operator theory as it appears
in this paper.
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z˙1 =−z1 + z1z22 + u1
√
2;
z˙2 =−z2 − z32 + u2
√





where z ∈W ={z|z21 ¡ 1}. Then it can be shown that (see [34]) the controllability and










0 1 + z21
)
z:
In order to obtain the #ji (·)’s in (13); one must compute the solutions of

2z1 + z1z22 = #(c)z1;





Note that z ∈W implies that c¡ 1; so that z21 = 12 (1 + c2) and z22 = 12 (c2 − 1) have no
























; #−2 (c) = 1:












and thus it follows that
$±
2
1 (c) = 2; $
±2
2 (c) = 1⇒ 1ip(H∗H) = [1; 2]⇒ ‖‖H =
√
2:
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5. Conclusions and future research
The existing notion of a nonlinear Hilbert adjoint was further developed by exhibiting
its basic properties as extensions of those for adjoints in a C∗-algebra. Then, after
de=ning self-adjointness in this context, nonlinear Hankel singular value analysis was
performed using a new type of spectrum that directly incorporates the inner product
structure. In the future more connections between this theory and the existing nonlinear
Hankel theory will be explored further, especially its application to state-space model
reduction.
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